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Abstract:
The purpose of this paper is using a class of open sets called i-open sets [9] to study some 
Introduction:
i-Open Sets and Separating Axioms Spaces 129 Levine in 1963 [5] , introduced the concept of semi-open sets which improved many important basic theories of the general topology. Njastad in 1965 [10] , introduced the concept of  -open sets which is a subclass of generalized open sets. Also Levine in 1970 [6] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets.. Mashhour A.S., Abd El-Monsef M.E. and El-Deeb, S.N., in 1982 [8] , introduced the concept of Pre-open sets. Dontchev and Maki, in 1999 [3] , introduced the concept of   generalized closed sets.
Devi, R., Selvakumar, A. and Parimala, M., in 2011 [2] 

[2] to introduce the concept of Weakly Ultra Separation Axioms [12] . In 2012 Al-Sheikhly, A.H. and Khudhair, H.K. [1] introduced another Type of Separation Axioms Depend on an set open g   [3] . The aim of this paper is to introduce another type of Separating Axioms spaces depend on i-open sets [9] for compare with the other separating axioms spaces. This work consists of two sections. In the first one, i-open sets [9] are defined and many related examples have been gave, the comparison between i-open sets, semi-open and α-open sets respectively are investigated, New class of mappings named, i-continuous [9] are introduced and comparison among i-continuity [9] , continuity [11] , semi-continuity [5] and α-continuity [13] , are investigated (see Corollary 1.28). In the 2 nd section, we study many types of separating axioms spaces as like as (  T , 
i-open sets
In this Section the concept of i-open sets [9] is defined and their position with the some other classes of generalized-open sets is determined. New class of mappings named i-continuous [9] is introduced and comparison between i-continuity [9] , continuity [11] , semi-continuity [5] and α-continuity [13] , are investigated. 
Theorem1.14. [9] A mapping f:
Theorem1.15. [9] Every continuous mapping is i-continuous.
Theorem1.16. [9] Every semi-continuous mapping is i-continuous.
Definition1.17. [9] [13] A mapping f:
i-Open Sets and Separating Axioms Spaces
In this section, we study new types of separating axioms spaces for iopen, semi-open and  -open sets for compare and find many relations among them. [11] (respect.  -Klomogorov, s-Klomogorov [7] and i-Klomogorov axiom): 
Corollary2.5. The following diagram is true. 
is not is said to be: 1. Normal space [11] (shortly N space) if it satisfies Urysohn axiom: 135 [N] sets  open  are  S  ,  S  ,  sets  closed  are  F  ,  F   2  1  2 there exists a semi-continuous mapping [5]   
Definition2.13. A
is i-Regular space. (1) is i-Completely Normal space. (1) and (9) 
By
T -space). } b { }, a { sets open two are there , sets closed are } b { }, a { . i . 5 } a { } a { . t . s  . } b { } a { }, b { } b { ,     Therefore;    , X is Normal space. } b { }, a { sets open two are there , sets closed are } b { }, a { . ii     . } b { } a { }, b { } b { }, a { } a { . t . s      Therefore;    , X is  -Normal space. } b { }, a { sets open semi two are there , sets closed semi are } b { }, a { . iii   . } b { } a { }, b { } b { }, a { } a { . t . s      Therefore;    , X is s-Normal space. } b { }, a { sets open i two are there sets closed i are } b { }, a { . iv   . } b { } a { }, b { } b { }, a { }
